
A WARRIOR UNDEFEATABLE/ 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3816-Look Out For Me “Mr. Chance! Mr. 
Chance!” Upon seeing Jared emerge from the chaos dimension, Bianca and 
Yuliya hurriedly rushed over. Jared gradually regained consciousness from his 
stupor. 

When he saw Bianca and the others, his face was full of surprise. 

“I’m not dead?” Jared glanced at himself. He was originally covered in 
wounds, but now, there wasn’t a single trace of injury on him. 

“Mr. Chance, you’re not dead. You emerged from the chaos dimension. You 
must be the first person to have survived from the chaos dimension,” Bianca 
exclaimed with great excitement. 

Jared furrowed his brows. Then suddenly, as if recalling something, he rose to 
survey his surroundings. 

“Mr. Sanders! Mr. Sanders!” Jared shouted, but there was no sign of Arthur 
around. 

“Mr. Chance, who is this Mr. Sanders you’re talking about?” Bianca asked in 
confusion. 

“Did any of you notice anyone else around me?” Jared hurriedly asked. 

“No, we only saw you emerging from the chaos dimension.” Bianca shook her 
head. 

At that moment, Jared fell into deep thought. Was it all a dream? 

Jared couldn’t discern if it was reality or just a dream. 

He only remembered that when he was on the brink of death, Arthur had 
appeared. 

“Kid, that wasn’t a dream. Someone really did save you!” Vermilion Demon 
Lord said. 



Upon hearing this, Jared asked excitedly, “Was it Mr. Sanders? You’ve seen 
him?” “I don’t know who he is. I can’t recall his identity, but all I know is that 
he’s incredibly powerful. One look from him nearly scared the daylights out of 
me. 

Who is that person to you? You’ve got such a powerful figure backing you up. 

What on earth are you still afraid of? If you were to simply stomp your foot in 
the Ethereal Realm, everyone would bow down and submit to you.” Vermilion 
Demon Lord couldn’t recall ever meeting Arthur, nor could he recollect any 
past encounters with him. However, he was distinctly aware of Arthur’s 
formidable presence. 

“He’s…” Jared fell silent, unsure of how to classify his relationship with Arthur. 

There seemed to be nothing between them. 

Yet, Arthur treated him with a fatherly affection. 

Jared had once suspected that Arthur must be a Draconian, just like him. It 
would only make sense then for Arthur to show him such care and 
consideration. 

However, Arthur himself had never admitted it. 

“No matter who he is, once I’ve regained my physical body, you’ll have to look 
out for me.” With that, Vermilion Demon Lord said no more. 

Jared was at a loss for words. 

That wasn’t what Vermilion Demon Lord used to say. He had claimed that he 
would take care of Jared. 

Now, he actually expected Jared to look out for him. 

Jared was engaged in a conversation with Vermilion Demon Lord. Bianca and 
the others couldn’t hear a thing. 

“All right, let’s head to Polar Mountain…” Jared pointed toward the distant 
mountain. 



Because of him, the chaos dimension was in turmoil, making the mountain 
even more prominent. The surrounding halo also became significantly 
dimmer. 

“What? The entire mountain is filled with polar stones?” At that moment, all of 
their mouths dropped open in shock. 

If all these polar stones were given to Lunarius Palace, they wouldn’t need 
much time to dominate the entire Ethereal Realm. 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3817-Trampled To Death When Jared led 
Bianca and the others toward Polar Mountain, Selma, accompanied by the 
Mueller family, also made their way toward the peak of that mountain. 

Their intention was not to kill the holy maidens but rather to obtain the polar 
stone mine. 

With the chaos currently unfolding, the mountain was fully revealed. They had 
to rush over as soon as they could. 

The sudden appearance of the mountain, coupled with the halo surrounding it, 
stirred excitement among many who had ventured into the polar regions, 
leading them eagerly toward it. 

After all these days, they hadn’t found the location of the immortal’s tomb. So, 
when a mountain suddenly appeared, they had to check it out. 

Perhaps that was the hidden site of the immortal’s tomb. 

In an instant, everyone rushed toward the mountain. 

Jared and his group were closest to the chaos dimension, so they proceeded 
with extreme caution. 

The chaos dimension was riddled with turbulent currents, and they possessed 
a formidable pull. They needed to tread carefully, lest they get sucked in. 

Jared knew that if he were to be drawn back into the chaos dimension, there 
would be no one to save him. 

It was impossible for Arthur to be present everywhere and at all times. 



However, Jared was glad to know that Arthur was still alive. 

Jared walked on the innermost side, his Nethersky Eye activated, causing 
everything in front of him to turn into a sea of grey. 

With Nethersky Eye, he could see everything clearly, including the scenes 
within the chaos dimension. 

No matter how time and space twisted, he could still see. 

As they drew closer to Polar Mountain, Jared suddenly sensed an 
extraordinary aura. 

It was immense and growing continuously, which made Jared shudder. 

Observing Jared’s expression, Bianca asked cautiously, “Mr. Chance, did you 
discover something?” Jared remained silent, his Nethersky Eye blinking 
rapidly. Soon, he discovered that within the chaos dimension, countless tiny 
black dots were approaching from afar. 

It was incredibly fast, ceaselessly navigating through the chaos dimension. 

When he had a clear view of these black dots, he drew in a sharp breath. 

There were countless demon beasts, all of which had charged forth from the 
snowfield of the northern region. 

These demon beasts seemed to be lured and summoned by something, 
risking their lives to charge into the chaotic lands, then rushing towards the 
poles! 

The demon beasts within the chaos dimension seemed utterly unaffected by 
anything at all. 

They were charging toward Polar Mountain as well. 

The emergence of Polar Mountain had attracted countless demon beasts. 
Even though they were separated by the border, they were still aware of it. 

After all, these demon beasts living in the snowfield also used the polar stones 
as resources for their cultivation. 



Gazing upon the countless demon beasts, Jared took a deep breath, his 
entire demeanor becoming incredibly solemn. 

“Pick up the pace. We’re heading up the mountain right away…” Visit 
En.novelxo.com to read full content. 

Countless demon beasts, akin to a massive tidal wave, were bound to engulf 
them in an instant. 

Only by swiftly reaching the summit of Polar Mountain could they evade the 
massive onslaught of demon beasts. 

Jared quickened his pace, with Bianca and the others keeping close behind 
him. 

Although they couldn’t see what was happening within the chaos dimension, 
they followed Jared’s orders without question. 

They had never seen Jared so nervous before. 

It was no wonder that such a mountain could be obscured by a barrier and 
also emit radiant halos. 

Jared reached out tentatively, realizing that this arcane array was not 
designed for attack. 

Upon entering the arcane array, he found himself unable to mobilize any aura 
within his body. He felt just like an ordinary person. 

But once he stepped out of the arcane array and ascended the mountain, 
things would return to normal 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3818-Stone Them To Death After numerous 
attempts, Jared, along with Bianca and the others, ventured into the arcane 
array at the foot of the mountain. 

Jared had no idea who had set up this formation. However, considering its 
sheer size and ability to shield an entire mountain, he knew for certain that its 
creator must be an incredibly powerful array master. 



After they stepped into the arcane array, their footsteps became unusually 
heavy. 

Forget about flying, even walking was a challenge. 

After all, as an ordinary person, trekking through such mountainous paths, 
especially ones covered in snow, was undoubtedly exhausting. 

Not long after Jared and his group entered the arcane array, they noticed a 
group of people struggling to make their way not far from them. 

These were the Muellers, brought along by Selma. 

Upon their encounter, both parties were exceptionally agitated. 

Bianca’s and her companions’ eyes were bloodshot with fury. They wished 
they could rush forward and annihilate the entire Mueller family. 

Jared had learned about the tragic fate of the holy maidens along the way. It 
was a horrendous act committed by the Mueller family. This knowledge filled 
him with rage as well. 

They weren’t content with just killing someone. They even had the audacity to 
desecrate the corpse. They’re less than animals! 

Upon seeing Jared and his group, the Muellers were taken aback 
momentarily. 

Then, a hint of murderous intent flashed through their eyes. 

Leighton, especially, was itching to take action immediately when he saw 
Jared. 

However, everyone was stripped of their powers and reduced to mere 
mortals. 

Forget about fighting, even walking up this mountain path was a struggle. 

Most importantly, they were unable to wield their weapons. 

“You bunch of animals! The heavens won’t let you off easily!” Bianca cursed 
at the Muellers. 



“You haven’t learned of our prowess, have you? If you dare to hurl another 
insult, I’ll strip you of your clothing,” Leighton said with a sly grin. 

Bianca was absolutely livid. However, they were all girls, so trying to gain the 
upper hand through words was simply out of the question. 

Jared stretched out his hand, stopping Bianca, not allowing her to make 
another sound. 

He took a few steps forward, his gaze coldly fixed on Leighton. “Do you only 
remember the good and conveniently forget the bad? 

Have you forgotten how I beat you up?” A memory of Jared striking him 
flashed in Leighton’s mind, igniting a flame of anger within him. “Kid, what 
makes you so cocky? If you’ve got the guts, try laying a finger on me now. I 
dare you!” “Kid, you’re messing with the wrong family. Now, you’ve made 
yourself a target of the Demon Seal Alliance. What are you still so arrogant 
about?” Selma spoke, her gaze firmly locked onto Jared. 

Jared had killed her nephew, and she had long wanted to kill him. 

“You old fool! As an elder of Lunarius Palace, instead of protecting its holy 
maidens, you attacked them in secret. You have no sense of honor. Today, 
I’m going to avenge those fallen holy maidens,” Jared declared through gritted 
teeth. 

“Ha, go on and boast. Here, you and I are the same. We’re just ordinary 
people. 

We can’t harness our aura within our bodies. How exactly do you plan to seek 
revenge? Using the stones from the ground?” Selma mocked. 

Although they had all become ordinary people now, the Mueller family was 
leafty populous, and all of them were men. 

Even relying solely on physical strength, the Mueller family would not be 
intimidated. 

Upon hearing what Selma had said, Jared instantly bent down to pick up a 
stone and threw it with all his might. 

The stone hit Selma’s head like a cannonball. 



He ended up giving Selma a big bump on the head. 

“Hahaha!” 

Upon seeing this, Bianca and the others immediately burst into m laughter, 
finally deeling a sense of satisfaction from their pent-up frustration. 

Selma clutched her head as she roared, “Stone them to death!” At that 
moment, the Muellers picked up the stones on the ground, hurling them one 
after another at Jared. 

Jared stood alone, facing over a dozen members of the Muellen family without 
any hinf of fear. He picked up a stone and hurled it at them. 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3819-Bloodied And Battered Jared’s physical 
body had been tempered many times in the mundane world, making it as 
tough as bronze and iron. 

Even without a shred of spiritual power and being turned into an ordinary 
person, Jared’s body was still unmatched by many. 

When the stones hit Jared, he felt like being tickled. 

However, things were different for people like Leighton and the others. They 
lived in the celestial realm, focusing on spiritual cultivation and realm 
advancement, with no emphasis on tempering the physical body. 

After all, in the eyes of these cultivators, the physical body was just a shell. If 
the body was destroyed, as long as the soul remained, the body could be 
reshaped. 

Spending time tempering a shell was highly inappropriate. 

Precisely because of this, these individuals were physically no different from 
ordinary people. 

Without the boost of spiritual power, their bodies might not even be as strong 
as that of an ordinary person. 

Jared’s aim with the stones in his hand was unerring, continuously hitting the 
Muellers. 



They cried out in pain as they were hit. 

Large welts quickly formed on their bodies. 

Soon, other cultivators entered the scene. Upon witnessing the ridiculous 
spectacle before them, they were all left dumbfounded. 

Who would have thought, in the Ethereal Realm teeming with cultivators, such 
primal fights still existed? 

Everyone was watching the commotion. 

“Mr. Chance, come on. Keep it up.” Bianca led the cheering. 

Yuliya and the others joined in, while Jared unleashed stones upon the 
Muellers like raindrops with both hands. 

The Muellers were forced to retreat, each looking disheveled. 

Seeing this, Selma was infuriated. 

She yelled in frustration, only to be hit by another stone, causing blood to pour 
out freely. 

“Let’s go, stop wasting time with him. Once we’re out of this area, I swear I’ll 
tear this kid to pieces.” Selma knew they couldn’t gain any advantage here 
and were being laughed at. 

Leighton and the others had long wanted to leave. Clutching their heads, they 
all ran off. 

“Mr. Chance, you’re amazing. Seeing the Muellers in such a sorry state feels 
so satisfying.” Bianca approached, expressing her joy. 

However, Jared didn’t seem overly thrilled. He understood that his physical 
prowess played a significant role in this, coupled with the constraints of the 
arcane array in this place. 

If Jared had left this area and encountered these people from the Mueller 
family, he wasn’t confident of defeating them. 

If Leighton led the Muellers himself, Jared could still handle them. 



Now, with Selma joining, Jared might be in trouble. 

A Top Level Tribulator and a Ninth Level Tribulator. 

When these two teamed up, Jared stood no chance of winning. 

Moreover, there were many other sect cultivators here. Although they came 
for the immortal’s tomb, if they couldn’t find it but discovered Jared’s identity, 
they might have ulterior motives. 

Jared knew the situation was tough but couldn’t openly giscuss it with! 

Biança and thé others, not wanting to burden them too much. 

“Let’s leave as soon as possible…” Jared didn’t say much more. Instead, he 
turned around and continued his journey up the mountain. 

Jared feared that the other sect cultivators would discover his identity. 

“Wait, sir!” At that moment, an elderly man dressed in green called out to 
Jared. 

Jared’s body slightly shuddered, but he still came to a halt. 

After all, no one here possessed any spiritual power. Jared, with his robust 
physique, had no reason to fear these people. 

“Is there something you need?” Jared turned around to look at the elderly man 
in the green robe. 

The elder in the blue robe stepped forward, approaching Jared with courtesy. 
He introduced himself,” 

am Holden Olsen, ladcompanied by a few Younger members of my family. 

We have come to this polar region for training. I wonder, fellow friend, have 
you also come to this polar region in search of the immortal’s tomb?” 

The elder in the blue robe stepped forward, approaching Jared with courtesy. 
He introduced himself,” 

am Holden Olsen, ladcompanied by a few Younger members of my family. 



Jared gazed at the elderly man. Due to the sealing of his spiritual power by 
the arcane array, it was impossible to discend his true strength. However, 
judging by the look in the old man’s eyes, his strength should not be 
underestimated. 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3820-Believe It Or Not “Sir, to be honest, 
there is no immortal tomb within this polar region. It’s all a lie. 

Within the polar region, there are many polar stones, but these are only 
helpful to sects and families practicing ice-based techniques. We, from the 
Lunarius Palace, practice frost techniques, so we’ve come to search for polar 
stones. And those Muellers who just passed by, the female cultivators in their 
family also practice frost techniques, so polar stones are useful to them too! If 
none of you elders practice frost techniques, it’s better to leave here quickly 
as it’s too dangerous. It won’t be long before thousands of demon beasts rush 
in here, and by then, it may be impossible to leave!” Jared truthfully disclosed 
this to make these cultivators leave. 

After all, for Jared, these cultivators were an unpredictable variable. 

Holden furrowed his brows slightly, appearing somewhat shocked. 

A junior from the Olsen family clearly didn’t believe Jared’s words and loudly 
retorted, “How is that possible? Are you trying to deceive us and monopolize 
the treasures of the immortal’s tomb? There are many sects and families who 
have come to the polar region, numbering in the hundreds. Are you saying 
they were all deceived?” “Believe it or not, I’m just telling the truth!” After Jared 
finished speaking, he turned around and walked away. 

“This guy thinks he can scare us off like this!” “Let’s go. This mountain that 
appeared suddenly must have treasures within it. 

Maybe this is where the immortal’s tomb is!” “Who believes what he says? 
There are arcane arrays protecting this mountain. 

I don’t believe there are no treasures here!” “Let’s go up the mountain…” 
Many cultivators didn’t believe Jared’s words and began to ascend the 
mountain one after another. 

Holden hesitated for a moment but still chose to continue up the mountain. 



They had been here for several days without any gains. Apart from killing a 
few demon beasts and obtaining some beast cores, they had found nothing 
else. 

If they were to return, wouldn’t they be the laughingstock of the family? 

Regardless of whether what Jared said was true, they decided to head up the 
mountain to see for themselves. 

Just as they had taken a few steps, suddenly, the ground shook violently. 

The entire mountain seemed to be trembling. 

“Is it an earthquake?” someone exclaimed in shock. 

Subsequently, in the chaos dimension, countless demon beasts of various 
kinds rushed out, heading straight for the mountain. 

These demon beasts were all incredibly large, and there were so many of 
them. 

The time and space of the chaos dimension were constantly disrupted by 
these demon beasts, causing continual emergence of space-time rifts. 

Occasionally, space-time rifts would suck in some demon beasts. 

But this did nothing to halt the advance of these demon beasts. 

Upon seeing the countless demon beasts, everyone was utterly 
dumbfounded. 

It seemed that Jared was telling the truth. There really was a large group of 
demon beasts. 

Now, they were within this arcane array, devoid of all spiritual power. They 
were merely ordinary people. 

If these demon beasts had caught up them, they would have been trampled 
into a bloody pulp. “Run!” Someone yelled out, sprinting toward the mountain 
with all their might, hoping to quickly escape the range of this arcane array. 



Everyone was running desperately, yet each step was incredibly om 
challenging, stepping on the aceumulated snow, they could hardly move their 
feet. 

At this point, everyone started to believe in Jared’s words. 

Jared merely glanced back at the beasts that had emerged frong the chaos 
dimension. He didn’t utter a word, just continued to forge ahead with his head 
down. 
 
Bianca and the others panicked and followed closely. 

Without spiritual power, they found it very difficult to walk, and everyone was 
panting heavily. 

Bianca and the others also felt their bodies relax as if they were relieved of a 
heavy burden.Quickly, Jared suddenly felt a surge hậd Water flowing through 
it. He instantly felt a sense of relief, his steps becoming incredibly light. 

 

 


